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Men's Grey Base Pants (#PG) $40.00

Men's Grey Plate Pants (#PPG) $42.00

Men's Navy Base Pants (#PB) $40.00

Men's Navy Plate Pants (#PPB) $42.00

Women's Grey Base Pants (#PGW) $40.00

Fechheimer Pro-Quality Men's Grey Base polyester knit pants with metal zipper closure. Pant features Freedom 

Fit waistband-2 zones of stretch, two western cut pockets, creases set and pressed. NOTE: All pants come 

unhemmed. We can professionally hem all pants to your selected length for a $10.00 charge. PLEASE ALLOW AN 

ADDITIONAL 2 DAYS SHIPPING FOR ALTERATIONS. HEMMED PANTS CANNOT BE RETURNED.

Waist Size: 28 - 54 (even numbers, no half sizes)                                                                                             

Hem Length: 25 - 36 (no half sizes)

PANTS/SHORTS/BELTS/SUPPORT - 

UMPIRE SALES

Fechheimer Pro-Quality Men's Grey Plate polyester knit pants with metal zipper closure. Pant features Freedom 

Fit waistband-2 zones of stretch, two western cut pockets, creases set and pressed. Pants are cut fuller to 

accommodate shin guards. NOTE: All pants come unhemmed. We can professionally hem all pants to your 

selected length for a $10.00 charge. HEMMED PANTS CANNOT BE RETURNED..

Waist Size: 28 - 54 (even numbers, no half sizes)                                                                                             

Hem Length: 25 - 36 (no half sizes)

Women's Grey Base polyester knit pants specifically cut for Women. These FECHHEIMER Pants feature Freedom 

Fit waistband-2 zones of stretch, two western cut pockets, creases set and pressed. NOTE: All pants come 

unhemmed. We can professionally hem all pants to your selected length for a $10.00 charge. PLEASE ALLOW AN 

ADDITIONAL 2 DAYS SHIPPING TIME FOR ALTERATIONS. HEMMED PANTS CANNOT BE RETURNED.

Waist Size: 8 - 20 (even numbers, no half sizes)                                                                                                                            

Hem Length: 25 - 36 (no half sizes)

Fechheimer Pro-Quality Men's Navy Base polyester knit pants with metal zipper closure. Pant features Freedom 

Fit waistband-2 zones of stretch, two western cut pockets, creases set and pressed. NOTE: All pants come 

unhemmed. We can professionally hem all pants to your selected length for a $10.00 charge. PLEASE ALLOW AN 

ADDITIONAL 2 DAYS SHIPPING FOR ALTERATIONS. HEMMED PANTS CANNOT BE RETURNED

Waist Size: 28 - 54 (even numbers, no half sizes)                                                                                             

Hem Length: 25 - 36 (no half sizes)

Fechheimer Pro-Quality Men's Navy Plate polyester knit pants with metal zipper closure. Pant features Freedom 

Fit waistband-2 zones of stretch, two western cut pockets, creases set and pressed. Pants are cut fuller to 

accommodate shin guards. NOTE: All pants come unhemmed. We can professionally hem all pants to your 

selected length for a $10.00 charge. PLEASE ALLOW AN ADDITIONAL 2 DAYS SHIPPING TIME FOR ALTERATIONS. 

HEMMED PANTS CANNOT BE RETURNED.

Waist Size: 28 - 54 (even numbers, no half sizes)                                                                                             

Hem Length: 25 - 36 (no half sizes)



Women's Grey Plate Pants (#PPGW) $42.00

Women's Navy Base Pants (#PBW) $40.00

Women's Navy Plate Pants (#PPBW) $42.00

New Umpire Shorts (#T) $31.00

Black Leather Belt 1 3/4" (#UB) $16.00

Rubberized, Adjustable Flex Belt (#RFB) $13.00

New Golf style umpire shorts. Features lightweight moisture wicking twill fabric, comfort 

grip waistband, metal zipper, two button front snap, two back pockets and 9″ inseam. 

Color Navy. Sizing every two inches 28″ to 48″

Rubberized adjustable flex belt. Worn inside pants to hold in shirt tail. Fits sizes up to "45".

1 3/4 " Wide full-grain leather belt. Color Black with Silver buckle.                                                            

Size: Even sizes from 28 to 58.

Fechheimer Pro-Quality Women's Grey Plate polyester knit pants with metal zipper closure. Pant features 

Freedom Fit waistband-2 zones of stretch, two western cut pockets, creases set and pressed. Pants are cut fuller 

to accommodate shin guards. NOTE: All pants come unhemmed. We can professionally hem all pants to your 

selected length for a $10.00 charge. PLEASE ALLOW AN ADDITIONAL 2 DAYS SHIPPING TIME FOR ALTERATIONS. 

HEMMED PANTS CANNOT BE RETURNED..

Waist Size: 8 - 20 (even numbers, no half sizes)                                                                                                                            

Hem Length: 25 - 36 (no half sizes)

Fechheimer Pro-Quality Women's Navy Base polyester knit pants with metal zipper closure. Pant features 

Freedom Fit waistband-2 zones of stretch, two western cut pockets, creases set and pressed. NOTE: All pants 

come unhemmed. We can professionally hem all pants to your selected length for a $10.00 charge. PLEASE 

ALLOW AN ADDITIONAL 2 DAYS SHIPPING TIME FOR ALTERATIONS.HEMMED PANTS CANNOT BE RETURNED.

Waist Size: 8 - 20 (even numbers, no half sizes)                                                                                             

Hem Length: 25 - 36 (no half sizes)

Fechheimer Pro-Quality Women's Navy Plate polyester knit pants with metal zipper closure. Pant features 

Freedom Fit waistband-2 zones of stretch, two western cut pockets, creases set and pressed. Pants are cut fuller 

to accommodate shin guards. NOTE: All pants come unhemmed. We can professionally hem all pants to your 

selected length for a $10.00 charge. PLEASE ALLOW AN ADDITIONAL 2 DAYS SHIPPING TIME FOR ALTERATIONS. 

HEMMED PANTS CANNOT BE RETURNED.                                                                                                                                                   

Waist Size: 8 - 20 (even numbers, no half sizes)                                                                                                                            

Hem Length: 25 - 36 (no half sizes)



ULTRAJOC Black Short (#CPJ) $25.00

ULTRAJOC Black Support Pant (#CPP) $34.00

WSI Hard Cup (#CB60) $6.00

WSI has developed the perfect mold for a athletic cup. The Hard Cup is the lightest, and 

most protective cup made. Much lighter than the competition so it doesn’t float around in 

the pouch of the support garment. The cup also has a super soft side for great flexibility 

and comfort. Fits #CPJ and #CPP along with other support garments.

ULTRAJOC PANT support pant (black color) combines traditional jock with an 85/15% 

Nylon/LYCRA support girdle. Features comfortable form fitting pouch, that can be used 

with or without athletic cup, provides support for hamstring, groin and abdominal muscles.

Size: Medium 30-34, Large 34-38, XL 38-42, XXL 42-46

ULTRAJOC black short combines traditional jock with a 85/15% Nylon/LYCRA support 

girdle. Features comfortable form fitting pouch, that can be used with or without athletic 

cup, provides support for hamstring, groin and abdominal muscles.

Size: Medium 30-34, Large 34-38, XL 38-42, XXL 42-46


